Using Visuals to Support Independence and Behavior
Visuals can be of utmost importance in promoting learning, independence and
acceptable behavior. Since children with Down syndrome are visual learners these
supports can help them remember what they need to do or to know what to expect in
their world during the day. Visuals do not “disappear” like words do. They attract
attention and allow more time to process information. This, in turn, makes children more
independent and increases positive behavior as they experience more control in their
environment.
As adults we rely on visual supports every day. We use calendars, day planners, street
signs, grocery lists, maps, and so on. Using visual cues in our environment allows us to
plan, organize, and most of all be independent. Visuals are equally important to children
for the same reasons.
Anything we see that helps us with communication by giving us information with our
eyes is a visual support. What a visual should look like depends on the child. It must
provide information in a format that attracts the child and is easy to process
expectations.
Visuals can be bought, printed off the internet, or made at home. They can look
professional or be on a scrap piece of paper to support what is needed at that moment
in time. Visuals include the use of gestures, sign language, pictures, social stories,
routines, schedules, checklist, modeling expectations, or video examples.
Gestures and/or sign language are best if they are consistent among people in the
child’s life. This eliminates confusion. When paired with verbal directions, this
increases clarity for expectations. It will also boost recall from memory and building
vocabulary.
Routines can be displayed so a child knows what to do and will remember the steps
without an adult providing directions. He can become more independent in his world. It
also minimizes adversarial interactions when a child needs constant reminding or
directions.

Routines can be with or without pictures. It can be a morning routine (dressing,
grooming, getting ready to leave the house), bedtime routine, or any other sequence of
events that get repeated over and over. If a particular subroutine needs additional
support, then post a bathroom routine...wash your face, dry your face, brush teeth,
comb hair, etc. Or break this down and only work on one skill at a time such as steps in
brushing teeth.

If this is too many steps at first, teach only the first two steps. When the child feels
successful, add another step. Encourage any approximation to the desired skill. It does
not have to be perfect at first. Confidence will need to be built. You will need to be
consistent in the use of the routine and repeat it frequently before he can be
independent.

Some children will like real pictures,
others
will prefer drawings (color or black
and
white). Words will help some children
and
be a distraction to others. You can
always
ask your child what they prefer. He can
even help you create some of the visuals.

Visuals can also be only words.

Be sure to:
● Provide pictures or words for the main steps required to complete the task (e.g.,
turn on water, get soap, wash hands, turn off water, dry hands).
●

introduce the routine to your child during the activity.

●

point to each picture and say the words associated with a step in the sequence
as it is being carried out.

●

use consistent and minimal language, stressing the main words (e.g.soap).

Some children will want to check off completed steps (dry erase markers on lamination
work well) or remove the step as it is completed(velcro the steps to the board). You
might copy the style the school is using if the child is successfully following
routines/schedules there. You can even ask for a copy of the exact routine if you would
use it at home, such as a toileting routine.
You can also do daily schedules that reflect the entire day. Be sure to practice
unexpected changes when the child is calm so when you have to make a change, it will
not be as traumatic. Start with a relatively minor change that is not as likely to upset the
child. Use a surprise card to show a change in plans. A surprise card can also be used
for positive changes such as extra time on the computer or a favorite person stopping
by. If they are going to miss something that they really like, and it can be added later in
the day, show the child that the activity is not gone for good but just moved to another
time. Surprise cards will help build flexibility.

Schedules help alleviate anxiety because they provide knowledge about what is coming
during the day so a child knows what to expect and in what order. It also shows what is
not happening such as no school today. It is wise to use general symbols that cover a
lot of possibilities rather than just one option. For example, a symbol for “lunch time”
should not be a specific food because then he might expect that particular food and it
may not be the choice for that day. Be sure to label pictures with the exact words that
you will use to refer to the activity. This will help avoid confusion also. If you are going
to label the picture lunch then call it lunch, not it is time to eat. Does time to eat mean a
snack, lunch, dinner? The child might look for lunch later since it was time to “eat”, not
have lunch.

You can adjust a schedule like this for
home use. Some children like check
marks to show an activity is finished.
Others would prefer removing the icon
and placing it in a finished bag. You could
also put time showing when something
will happen. It can be written in digits
(8:00) or shown on the face of an analog
clock.

For some young children it is helpful to have
concrete representations of an activity. In this example,
a ball signals time to shoot baskets.

6:30

Get dressed and breakfast

7:30

Bus to school

3:30

Return from school, Snack

4:00

Chores (you can have a separate list)

4:30

Free time: computer, video, play
outside(you can change the choices with a
choice board)

6:00

Dinner

6:30

Homework

7:00

Family time: Walk, park, games

8:00

Bath and ready for bed

8:30

Read 2 books, go to sleep

When deciding how to create a schedule or a routine consider:
1. The format: What does your child understand? Should it be actual objects,
photographs, line drawings, clip art, representative objects, or some combination
of the above? Should it be in black and white or color? If you use pictures, be
sure there are not distractors in the picture that draw the child’s attention from
what you really want him to see.
2. Where will the schedule/routine be located? Will it be on a wall, in a notebook, or
on a clipboard? How portable does it need to be? Does the child need to be
able to look at it throughout the day as you go from place to place? How or where
will you keep a dry erase marker or a bag for finished icons if you are
implementing that strategy?
3. What are the big chunks that need to be included in the schedule/routine?

4. How much of the schedule/routine should be displayed, all or part of the plan?
5. How will the child know to check the schedule? Will it be with a verbal reminder
or a visual cue(pointing to the calendar) or a timer?
6. How will the child know when a part of the schedule/routine is completed? Will it
be with a check mark, moving an icon to another spot, or does anything need to
be done to show completion?
7. Does the schedule incorporate his interest with preferred activities strategically
placed after non-preferred activities?
8. How will you signal a change in the schedule? Do not tell the child immediately
before the change if you can avoid it. Allow time for him to see the change and
process what that will mean for him.
9. How will the child know when a transition from one activity to another is coming?
How will you warn him several minutes ahead of time that a change is about to
happen? Will you use a timer (visual or auditory) to signal the end of an activity?
A child is less likely to argue with a timer than with a adult.
10. Does he need an object to hold during a transition such as carrying the symbol to
the next activity or something he will need or you will need so he can be a
helper? Will this help him focus on what is coming next instead of what he is
leaving?
11. Be consistent with your supports. When you decide to use a visual, use it
faithfully. Consistency brings trust and a predictable life.
First/then is a terrific way to show short term what has to happen before the next
activity. First we go to the grocery store, then the park. It is a very short sequence.
Again, the board does not have to be fancy. If you are using it frequently, then you can
laminate it for repeated use and attach the activities with velcro or write choices with a
dry erase maker depending on your child.
FIRST

THEN

Behavior Incentives/work completion rewards can also be shown visually so a child
knows what they are working to earn. In this example, he must complete 3 activities to
earn the reward. However, it can be more or fewer items depending on the child. It just
needs to be very clear how they earn what is needed for the reward. They must also

experience success. If they never earn what they want, there is no incentive to change
behavior. You will need to adjust the demands so that the child can be successful.

Choice boards can show children what choices they have at this point
in time. Only offer choices you are willing to give. Do not offer the park,
if you can not go right now. Show the child and say select one of these,
allowing processing time for him to decide:

You can laminate the choices you need frequently. Try to make everything the same
size so they do not make a selection just because it is the biggest item on the board and
therefore gets their attention. Ideally, choices should be all black and white or color.
Two choices may be enough for some children.
If you laminate materials and use velcro for your choices, then it will work best if you
follow the velcro rule. If you always put the velcro on your boards and the choices with
continuity then you can interchange them across multiple boards. So, the soft velcro is
the female. It always goes on the board. The hard piece is the male. It always goes on
what you are going to attach to the board or chart. For example, in the above example
the blank choice board would get the soft female velcro, while the male velcro would be
on the back of the choices.
Behavior reminders can also be visuals in the form of only one expectation reminder,
social stories, or several behavior expectations for one activity. These should be

reviewed before the child is in the situation that he needs to meet these expectations.
The child can keep the reminders or the adult can have them to show as a reminder
when behavior begins to depart from the desired outcome. Gestures or sign language
pair well with the visual cards.

Social Stories are brief visuals (words or words and pictures) of descriptive and
meaningful expectations in a given situation. Information is presented in a story format.
Create a list of steps and describe those steps in simple sentences with visuals to support
the idea. Review the social story before the situation in which the behavior is expected.
Eventually they can review the story without support. Social stories are used for
playground rules, lunchroom behavior, walking in line and any other skill or situation in
which a student needs additional support. A social story can be left visible throughout a
situation or put away once it is reviewed depending on the needs of the child.

Videos are a powerful tool on our phones and tablets. It’s great when you can create
some videos to tell a child what is going to be happening before it happens. For
example, if a trip to the shopping mall is coming, parents can stop before the trip to
capture some video clips of displays or whatever else might cause a problem or create
a concern for a student. If you have recurring situations, try to video the first time and
then use that to prepare a child for those repeat situations. Giving information ahead of
time can relieve a lot of anxiety. Video is visual and it offers the opportunity for
watching something predictable over and over. It provides an opportunity to develop

new skills or relive memories. Video can become an important calming tool. You can
also find videos online. An example of a video for keeping your hands to yourself is at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8iTPPh1d2j8.

Visual Recipes are a great way to create more independence for a child. You can
create your own, but there are also many already available on line. There are some
that are specifically for non readers.

To help a child set the time on a microwave or oven, you can write the temperature or
time on a piece of paper and have them match the numbers. It can be confusing if a
recipe says 30 seconds but written as 1:30 a child can independently perform that step
by matching the numbers.
Some websites to search for visual recipes are:
http://teachinglearnerswithmultipleneeds.blogspot.com/2011/01/updated-free-visualrecipes.html

https://www.google.com/search?q=visual+recipes&espv=2&biw=1280&bih=678&tbm=is
ch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ei=jWZCVZifEMPugwS_6IDQDw&ved=0CC8QsAQ&dpr
=2
To create your own visuals, you can:
1. simply use tables and type in words using a word document.
2. import real pictures that you take or search the web for images to support your
materials.
3. hand print a list or schedule on any sheet of paper.
4. use a program like Boardmaker ($100/year but a free 30 day trial), Writing with
Symbols,Symbolworld (you must register, but it is free and you can make
changes to materials), or for $89 Picture This.

To download supports that already exist:
1. http://www.do2learn.com/picturecards/printcards/
2. http://connectability.ca/visuals-engine/ provides templates for free. After
selecting the template you can add photos from a variety that are available.
3. Do a google search for printable picture cards for autism and you will find
hundreds to select from. Click on the images shown to see even more images.
4. http://www.visualaidsforlearning.com/ has a variety of premade visual supports
for free. Look under free packs and free sequences.
5. Carol Gray is the leading authority on social stories. Her website will be available
soon. It is transitioning to CarolGraySocialStories.com
Books to develop/support skills with visuals:
1. Social Skills Picture Book
(http://www.attainmentcompany.com/social-skills-picture-books)
2. Exploring Personal Care has all the sequences already made.
(http://www.attainmentcompany.com/social-skills-picture-books
3. Home Cooking Curriculum has many recipes with great pictures.
http://www.attainmentcompany.com/home-cooking
4. Look ‘n Cook Microwave Cookbook is full of recipes and illustrations.
(http://www.proedinc.com/customer/productView.aspx?ID=6730)
APPs for schedules, routines:
1. Choiceworks by BeeVisual, ipad, $6.99

2. FTVS HD :First Then Visual Schedule HD by Good Karma ALL these visual
supports in just one app: First Then boards,Visual schedules ,Task analyses,
Social stories ,Choice boards ,Video models (iPhone/iPad, $14.99)
3. First Then Visual Schedule for Androids, $9.99
4. Picture Me Calm: A visual schedule, $2.99
5. For additional choices and reviews, go to smartappsforspecialneeds.com or
http://bridgingapps.org/

